Value Retail Tax Strategy
Value Retail’s Approach to Tax for the Year Ending 31 December 2022
Prepared in accordance with paragraph 16(2) Schedule 19 Finance Act 2016. This policy applies to Value Retail Plc together
with its subsidiaries (collectively, “the Company”).

About the Company
The principal activity of the Company is the provision of services for the development and management of outlet
shopping Villages.
The Company’s mission is to inspire the world’s most discerning customers to discover and embrace the world’s most
important brands. The Company’s commitment to its guiding principles of authenticity, critical thinking, innovation,
passion and vision is key to creating its unique culture, and helps to shape its business decisions. These guiding principles
are fundamental to the integrity and growth of the business. The Company aims to achieve commercial and strategic
objectives in a sustainable, tax-efficient manner, ensuring that the business pays correct taxes in all relevant jurisdictions
at the right time.

The Company’s Approach to Tax Risk Management and Governance
The Company invests in the development of its people to ensure that they are well-equipped to maintain the high
levels of tax compliance and risk management that are expected. Robust internal control procedures are maintained to
identify, manage and mitigate tax risks, and the Company constantly seeks to build and improve on these. These control
procedures are managed and reviewed annually by the Director of Tax with assistance by Internal Audit and the Director
of Finance. The Director of Tax and the Director of Finance make all operational decisions in relation to tax. The Board of
Directors determines the Company’s Tax Strategy with input from the Director of Tax and the Director of Finance and has
ultimate responsibility for all tax matters.

The Company’s Approach to Tax Planning
The Company’s approach to tax planning is undertaken in line with its guiding principles. The Company is committed
to organising its tax affairs in an efficient manner that fits within its commercial direction but also that are in the spirit of
the law. The Company will not engage in what it considers to be aggressive tax planning. Commercially driven activities
will be structured tax-efficiently where this makes sense and will be aligned with the Company’s broader strategy. The
Company is open to optimising the use of incentives and legitimate tax arrangements operated by various jurisdictions,
but only where such arrangements are in accordance with Value Retail’s business model. The Company ensures that
any planning remains fully compliant with tax law, is mindful of any tax risk associated with proposed as well as enacted
legislation, and engages with advisors on complex transactions that cross borders or involve highly technical pieces
of legislation.

The Company’s Approach to Tax Risk
The Company ensures that all transactions are supported by commercial substance and the Company will not implement
planning that it believes could jeopardise its reputation. There is no prescriptive level or pre-defined limit to the amount
of acceptable tax risk. The Company assesses the level of acceptable tax risk on a case by case basis, including scale,
complexity, reputational risk, corporate responsibility obligations and the impact on its shareholders. Where uncertainty
exists, the Company will either seek external advice or engage directly with the tax authorities in order to ensure that it
is compliant with the relevant tax laws and regulations.
The approach to tax compliance is consistent with the Company’s appetite for managing its operational risk to as low
a level as is commercially sensible, taking account of both the financial impact and the value placed by the Company
on maintaining a reputation for upholding the highest standards of corporate ethics.
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Value Retail Tax Strategy
The Company’s Approach to Working with Tax Authorities
The Company seeks to minimise the risk of a dispute with taxing authorities by being open and transparent about its tax
affairs. Furthermore, the tax consequences of significant commercial transactions are considered by the Board as part
of its deliberations on the transactions in question.
The Company seeks to maintain an open, transparent and collaborative relationship with tax authorities. The Company
aims to provide information requested by tax authorities on a timely basis and will engage in discussions regarding
complex, technical positions prior to the submission of tax returns where appropriate. The Company is committed to
ensuring faultless compliance; however, should an error come to light, the Company expects to report proactively this
to the relevant tax authority.
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